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The balanced decomposition number (b.d.n.) 6,(C) of a signed graph Z is the 
smallest number of balanced subsets into which its edges can be partitioned. (A 
special case .is decomposition of a graph into bipartite subgraphs.) The connected 
b.d.n. 6,(C) is the same, but the subsets must also be connected. The balanced par- 
tition number (b.p.n.) no(C) is the smallest size of a partition of the vertices into 
subsets inducing balanced subgraphs; the connected b.p.n. Z,(C) is similar but the 
induced subgraphs must be connected. We use signed graph coloring theory to 
prove that S, = 1 + [log, ~1 and that 6, is analogous to a critical exponent in the 
sense of Crapo and Rota. We deduce bounds on do and values for special signed 
graphs. We show that ho is computationally about as complex as the chromatic 
number. We prove that, for a complete signed graph, 6, = 6,; more strongly, with 
three exceptions a minimal balanced decomposition exists into connected and span- 
ning edge sets. And we show that, of 6, and 1 + Flog, n,l, neither is a.lways at least 
as large as the other. 6 1987 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A graph is signed if its edges are labelled positive or negative; a signed 
graph is balanced if every circuit has positive sign product. Signed graphs 
were invented first by Harary [4] to treat certain problems in small group 
psychology [ 1 ] and later independently by physicists, chemists, and others. 
Since most signed graphs are unbalanced (or “frustrated”), a natural 
problem is to measure the degree of imbalance of an unbalanced graph. 
The measure most often discussed and best understood is the frustration 
index (“line index of balance” in [S]), the smallest number of edges whose 
removal or negation creates balance. In this article we introduce a new 
measure of imbalance: the balanced decomposition number 6,, the smallest 
number of balanced subsets into which the edge set can be partitioned; 
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equivalently, the smallest number of balanced subgraphs required to cover 
the edges. This number is a generalization of the biparticity PO of an 
ordinary graph r, which is the smallest number of bipartite subsets into 
which the edges can be divided. Matula [8] and Harary-Hsu-Miller [6] 
showed that 
h(r) = rh3, ~mi, (1) 
where x(T) is the chromatic number and r.x] is the least integer 3x. (For- 
mula (1) is implicit in the earlier result of Crapo-Rota [2, Chap. 161 that, 
roughly speaking, there are q,(2’) ways to cover E(T) with r bipartite- 
induced edge sets, where qr is the chromatic polynomial; for the exact 
statement see Corollary 1.) We generalize (1) to relationships among 6,, 
the balanced partition number rrO (the smallest number of sets into which 
the vertices of the signed graph can be partitioned so that each set induces 
a balanced subgraph), and the chromatic number of the negated signed 
graph (Theorem 1 ), and the Crapo-Rota result to a chromatic formula for 
the number of balance-induced coverings of the edges (Proposition 1). 
Since 6, depends on x0, which is a chromatic number, it is no harder to 
calculate than that number. We show that an approximate reverse holds as 
well: the chromatic number can be deduced in polynomial time given a 6, 
evaluator. In particular, the ordinary chromatic number is computable in 
polynomial time given a biparticity evaluator. 
We are also interested in the connected balanced decomposition number 
6 i , the smallest number of balanced and connected subsets into which the 
edges of a signed graph can be decomposed, and the connected balanced 
partition number 7-r I, which is like z,,, but where the induced subgraphs 
must be connected. Although 6, and n, are related by no such formula as 
(l), the relationship between 6, and 6, is quite interesting. We show that 
6, = 6, for a complete signed graph: that is, such a graph has a minimal 
balanced decomposition whose edge sets are connected. In fact the edge 
sets can (but for three exceptional graphs) be chosen spanning as well. For 
arbitrary signed graphs we conjecture necessary and sufficient conditions 
for the existence of a minimal balanced decomposition whose sets are 
connected and spanning, or merely connected; the latter generalize the 
Tutte-Nash-Williams theorem on existence of disjoint spanning trees 
cg, 101. 
We conclude with a brief discussion of more highly connected 
decompositions. Examples contradict the obvious conjectures. 
2. PREPARATION 
We consider only finite graphs without loops. Multiple edges are 
allowed. 
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A signed graph C = (r, g) consists of a graph r= (V, E) and a signing 
0: E-r (+, - }. We also denote the underlying graph r by /Cl. The 
negative of 2 is -C= (r, -cr). The positive edge set of C is E, = a-‘( + ); 
the positive part of C is C, = ( V, E, , + ). Similar definitions hold for E_ 
and C ~. The order of r: or C, is y1= n(r) = n(L) = ( V/(, the size of the ver- 
tex set V. The complement of a vertex set X is x’= UX; that of a simple 
graph f is F’. If X, Y are disjoint vertex sets, the bipartite-induced edge set 
E(X, Y) consists of all e E E with one end in X and the other in Y. If 71 is a 
partition of V, E(rc) consists of all edges with each end in a different block 
of 7~. If Xc V, C: X is the induced signed graph on X. 
A subgraph is balanced if every circuit has positive sign product. It is 
antibalanced if its negative is balanced. Given C, we will abuse the ter- 
minology by calling a vertex set “balanced, ” “connected,” etc., if its induced 
subgraph of C is so. If X, Y are disjoint vertex sets, the balance-induced 
subgraph 2:(X, Y) has vertex set Xu Y, edge set (e6 E: e has sign + and 
both ends in X or both in Y, or a(e) = - and e has one end in each of X 
and Y}, and signs as in C. An easy, basic theorem [4] states that C is 
balanced if and only if V has a bipartition Xu X’ (X may be @ or V) such 
that C=C(X, XC). 
Switching C by Xs V means reversing the sign of each edge that has one 
endpoint in X and one in X”. A signed graph C’ obtained by switching C is 
said to be switching equivalent to it, written 2” -C. Another easy, basic 
theorem is that C, - C2 if and only if C, and C2 have the same underlying 
graph and the same balanced circuits. 
A zero-free coloring of C in k (unsigned) colors, where k is a nonnegative 
integer, is a mapping c: V -+ ( + 1, k2 ,..., 5 k} [ 111. It is proper if the 
endpoints of each positive edge have different signed colors and those of 
each negative edge have colors that are not negative to each other. The 
zero-free chromatic polynomial of Z is the polynomial q%(y) whose value at 
an even integer y = 2k 3 0 is the number of proper zero-free k-colorings of 
Z. The zero-free rhromatic number x*(C) is the smallest number of 
(unsigned) colors with which L can be properly k-colored; hence, the 
smallest k> 0 for which q%(Zk) # 0. We define x* of the empty graph @ 
(n = 0) to be 0 and qs(y) = 1. The usual chromatic number of an ordinary 
graph r is denoted by x(T). If a colored C is switched by X, the coloring is 
also switched, by negating the colors of the vertices in X. This preserves 
properness; consequently switching preserves the zero-free chromatic 
polynomial. Although there is another kind of coloring in which 0 is admit- 
ted as a color, we will have no use for it here; so we drop the “zero-free” 
from now on. 
Some special signed graphs are: The all-positive graph +r, that is r 
with all positive signs. The all-negative graph -I7 The signed expansion 
+r= +Tu -I- (meaning the edge-disjoint union of two signed graphs on 
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the same vertex set). The signed complete graphs, (K,, a). These should 
not be confused with complete signed graphs, where every vertex pair is 
adjacent at least once and possibly twice, with both signs. Two examples of 
the latter are +Tu -K, and -fu +K,, which have [respectively] all 
possible negative [positive] adjacencies and the positive [negative] ones 
specified by K 
We let rxl denote the smallest integer 2-u and Lx_l the largest integer 
<x. We will1 have frequent use for the function 
n(n) = riog, nl. 
3. BALANCED DECOMPOSITIONS 
The fundamental evaluations for the balanced partition and decompo- 
sition numbers are given in Theorem 1. The theorem shows that balanced 
partition is a coloring problem and that balanced partitions and 
decompositions are more closely related than one might have expected. 
THEOREM 1. Zf C is not edgeless, then x0(C) = x*( -C) and 
6,(C) = 1 +2(x*(-2)). 
Proof: The first formula follows virtually from the definitions; cf. [12, 
Theorem 1 (a)]. 
The second formula can be proved by an analog of the binary coding 
argument used in [6, 81 to prove (1); or we can deduce it from the 
following stronger result. 
PROPOSITION 1. The number of r-tuples (X,,..., A’,) of vertex sets of C, 
such that the balance-induced edge sets Sj= E(L’(X,, X;)) cover E(C), is 
equal to qY,(2’). 
Theorem 1 is an immediate consequence. 
Proof of Proposition 1. We show that the r-tuples X = (X1,..., X,) 
counted in the proposition correspond to the proper 2”- ‘-colorings of -2. 
The proposition then follows at once. 
Let X be such an r-tuple; switch C to Z” so that X, = I/. (When switching 
C by Y we also replace each X, by its symmetric difference with Y.) 
Associate to each vertex a binary string of r bits with 0 or 1 in the ith 
place, depending on whether v E Xi or v $ Xi, and regard the string as a 
binary number between 0 and 2’-’ - 1, ignoring the contentless X, bit. 
Color u by the associated number plus 1. No two negatively adjacent ver- 
tices have the same number, and all numbers are positive; hence we have a 
proper 2’~ ‘-coloring of -C’. Switch back to a proper coloring of -C. 
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Conversely, given a proper 2’-‘-coloring of -C, switch to -C’ in which 
all colors are positive. Subtract 1 from the colors and read the resulting 
numbers as binary codes for vertex sets X; ,..., A’- 1. Let Xl = V and, for 
1 < ib Y, let Si = E(Z’(X~, Xl’)). Every positive edge of 1:’ belongs to S,. 
Consider a negative edge e: its endpoints have different colors, hence dif- 
ferent codes, hence there is an Xl that separates them; then e E Si. Thus the 
S, cover E. Now switch Z“ back to C; then X’ switches to an r-tuple X of 
the kind the proposition counts. 
Since the indicated conversions of X to a coloring and back are inverse 
operations, we have the bijection needed to prove the proposition. 1 
Proposition 1 is an analog of the “critical theorem” of Crapo-Rota [2, 
Chap. 16, Theorem 11, whose graphical corollary is also a corollary of our 
proposition. 
COROLLARY 1 [2, pp. 16.6ff.l. The number of r-tuples (X, ,..., X,) of ver- 
tex sets of a graph r, such that the bipartite-induced edge sets E(X,, c> 
cover E, is equal to q,(2’). 
ProoJ: We apply Proposition 1 with C= -I-; and also the fact that 
4AY) = CAY). I 
Proposition 1 itself is not a consequence of the critical theorem. For 
those familiar with the latter we remark that an analogous linear-algebraic 
proof of Proposition 1 can be given (in which E( -C) is represented by 
vectors over a field of characteristic not 2), but we cannot apply the critical 
theorem directly because we have to restrict the permitted distinguishing 
functionals to those of the form 
fx(x , )...) x,) = c x; - & x,: 
n,t x 
where X is a vertex set. Since not every functional is allowed, one needs a 
theorem of Crapo-Rota type for restricted functionals. While the details of 
this proof would be interesting to those concerned with the critical 
problem, it seemed better to give here a simplified. combinatorial proof. 
Several corollaries follow from Theorem 1 and results in [ 121. Let A, be 
the graph of doubly signed adjacency in C, that is VW E E(AZ) when v and w  
are both positively and negatively adjacent in C. Observe that a,, is a 
weakly increasing function of 2. 
COROLLARY 2. Assume C is not edgeless. 
(a) We have ~,(C)=~(X(IC-/))+E, where E=O or 1. 
(b) We have d,( k r) =%(x(T)) + 1, and in genera/ 6,(C) > 
MA,)) + 1. 
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(c) Zf every negative edge is paired with a positive edge, that is, 
z- = -A,, then 6,(JI) = Q(A,)) + 1. 
Part (b) implies that we cannot somehow absorb E( + IJ into a minimal 
balanced (that is, bipartite) decomposition of E( -r), no matter what r is. 
Proof The key observations are (l), Theorem 1, increase of 6,, the 
obvious fact that 6,(-TV + K,) d 6,( -lJ + 1, and from [ 121 the relation 
x*(+n=x(o I 
COROLLARY 3. Zf C is not edgeless, then 
Proof From [12, Theorem l(b)]. 1 
COROLLARY 4. Suppose C is not edgeiess. Then 6,(C) <l,(n)+ 1, with 
strict inequality tf (hut not only tf) A> contains a matching of n - 2’.(“)- 1 or 
more edges or zf x( IC_ 1) < 2’(“)- ‘. 
Proof The second exception is from Corollary 2(a). The first is from 
the bound x*(C) <n - m(A>), where m(Z) is the size of a largest matching 
in r 1121. i 
COROLLARY 5. Suppose n > 2 and C 3 -K,, . Then 
&(,q = n(n) if A> has a matching of n - 2’(“)- ’ edges, 
n(n) + 1 ifit does not. 
Proof Because x*( -2) = n - m(A$). See [12, Formula (7)]. [ 
COROLLARY 6. Let C be a signed K,,. Then S,(X) <n(n), with equality 
if 2 is antibalanced. Zf n = 2’+ 1, then equality holds only when C is anti- 
balanced. Zf n = 2’+ 2 > 4, then equality holds precisely when C contains 
an antibalanced K,,- 1 or when n = 6 and C - C’ where E- (2’) is a pentagon. 
Proof See [ 12, Theorem 21. 1 
To conclude the discussion of 6, we observe 
PROPOSITION 2. For 13 2, the question “‘Zs 6,(C) < I?” is NP-complete. 
Proof For background see [3]. Clearly the question is in the class NP. 
We show that the known NP-complete problem (&) “Is x(r) <k?" where 
h- > 3 is polynomially reducible to the biparticity subproblem “Is 
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/&(r,) <I?” of our problem. Observe that, by Formula (1) x(r) <k if and 
only if /$,(r+ K,) <l(k), where Y = 2i(kJ - k and r+ K, denotes r joined 
with every possible adjacency to an r-clique. The input data to the 
question, “Is Po(r+ K,.) 6 /Z(k)?” are computable in quadratic time from 
(Qk) because Y < k. This proves the reducibility. 1 
The question “Is 6,(C) d l?” is equivalent to the question of balance, 
which is polynomially solvable [7]. 
Let A’,.= JZ’:+ (+K,), that is Z with every vertex joined both positively 
and negatively to a +_K,. Clearly x*(C,.) = x*(C) + r. We have therefore 
x*(C)<kod,(-C,)<A(k)+ 1, 
where r is as above. Thus we can quickly evaluate x*(C), or z,,(C), given 
an oracle for 6,. 
4. CONNECTED BALANCED DECOMPOSITIONS 
The smallest number of connected, balanced edge sets into which E(Z) 
can be partitioned, that is 6,(Z), is clearly no less than 6,(C). It may be 
larger, even in the antibalanced case C = -r, where 6,(-r) is the “con- 
nected biparticity” Pi(Z). 
EXAMPLE 1. Let rl consist of two triangles joined by a single edge e. 
Then 6&rl)=2 but 6,(-r,)=3. 
While 6, is an increasing function of the graph, 6, and even /?i are not. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let r, be l-r with an additional two edges forming a 
triangle with e. Then a,( -r,) = 2 < a,( -r,). 
It is an intuitively appealing notion that, if ICI is highly connected in 
relation to 6,(C), then 6,(C)=6,(Z). This may be so; see the conjectures 
below. But the connectivity would have to be at least about twice 6,(C). 
EXAMPLE 3. Choose I> 0 and let r be a (21-2)-connected graph not 
containing I pairwise edge-disjoint spanning trees (e.g., r= K2,- ,). Let C 
be a signed graph such that 6,,(C) = I: ICI is (21- 2)-connected, and 
n(Z) 3 x’, the edge chromatic number of J’. (For example C= (K,, a) with 
n 3 max(2’- ’ + 1, x’) and suitable c, since the largest possible value of 6, is 
6,(-K,)= A(n)>1 and 0 can be chosen to make 6,(X)=1.) Let x: 
E(T) -+ V(C) be a proper edge coloring of IY Replace each vertex u of r by 
a copy C, of C, connecting each edge e of r at v to the vertex ,x(e) of XL.. 
Put positive signs on the edges of IY The resulting signed graph !Y has a 
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(21- 2)-connected underlying graph and has a,( !P) = 1. Suppose 6 i(Y) were 
equal to I, with a decomposition E(Y) = S, u Sz u . u S,. Each Sj must 
contain edges from every C,, connected by edges from K If we contract 
1 !P by all the E(C,), we recover r. The image S; of Si remains connected 
and spans r, and all S: are disjoint. Thus within the S:. we have I edge-dis- 
joint spanning trees of r, contrary to hypothesis. We conclude that 
6,(Y) > 6,(Y). (I thank a referee for correcting an error in this example.) 
In this kind of counterexample we cannot let r be as much as 21-con- 
netted, because then it would contain 1 edge-disjoint spanning trees (by 
the theorem of Tutte [lo] and Nash-Williams [9]). We suspect that this 
fact is crucial. 
Conjecture 1. Suppose Z has 6,(C) pairwise edge-disjoint spanning 
trees. Then E can be partitioned into 6,(C) balanced, connected, and span- 
ning edge sets; consequently 6,(C) = 6,(C). 
The condition is obviously necessary. 
We do not prove Conjecture 1, but we can prove a significant restriction 
on signed graphs with 6, > 6,. 
THEOREM 2. Let I= S,(C). Zf C is complete (hut not necessarily simple), 
then 6,(C) = 1. In fact, we can partition E into connected, balanced subsets 
S,, S,,..., S,, where every Si spans V, except for S, in case C is an antibal- 
anced K, or K, or an antibalanced K, with one added edge (of either sign). 
Proof. The cases where n < 3 or I= 1 are easily disposed of. Thus we 
assume n 34 and 13 2. We may also assume, except where otherwise 
stated, that C has no parallel edges with the same sign. Letting 
k=x*(-z)=n,(C), we have k32 and l=A(k)+ 1. 
We can partition V into balanced subsets U,, U2,..., U,. Let V, be the 
union of the largest k, = rk/2] subsets and V, the union of the remaining 
k, = Lk/2_1, and let C, and C, be the subgraphs of C induced by V, and 
V2, respectively. Then zO(Ci) = k,, 1, =6,(.X,) = /Z(k), and 1, = 6,(C,) = /l.(k) 
or A(k) - 1, except that 1; = 0 if kj = ni = 1. By induction we may assume 
that E(C,) is partitioned into balanced, connected sets S,, , S12,..., S,/, and 
E(,X’J is similarly partitioned into S?, , Sz2,..., Sz12, where all S, span unless 
Cj is one of the three exceptional graphs. In any case all S, span V, except 
possibly for SI1*, which spans V,\X where X= @ if C, is not exceptional, 
/Xi <12-1 if it is. Let q=12+ 1x1. Then q<n,. 
If C, is exceptional, then one of the balanced vertex sets in V, , say U,, , 
is a singleton. Since then each U, in V, is a singleton, .Y, = IK,,. If some 
v 1 and v2 were simply adjacent, we could take U,, = (vl } and combine it 
with U, = { ~1~ } into a new balanced vertex set, thereby reducing k. But this 
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is impossible. Therefore every edge at any v2 E V2 is double. Now, revise Vi 
and V, by exchanging lJk, = { ui } E V, for Uj = {Q> c V,. The new C, is 
no longer exceptional. So the general case applies. We may assume 
henceforth that C, is not one of the exceptional graphs. 
If C2 is exceptional, then some Uj’ V, is a doubleton and one U, is a 
singleton. Thus no U, c V, is a singleton; we conclude that n, > nz. 
Case 1. I, = I, > 0. Thus, n1 > n2 3 2. Suppose the bipartite-induced 
signed subgraph C,?, whose edge set is E( I/,, V, ), contains an edge set 
M= {e,,..., e,) whose complement C,,\M is connected and which is 
incident to each vertex of X. Let Si= S, u S, u {e,} for ,j = 1, 2 ,..., I, - 1 
and let S;, = S,,2 v S212 v {e, *,..., e,>. Thus Si ,..., S;, each span V. Switch if 
necessary so that S; is all positive. If (C,,\M)- is connected, let 
S, = E_(C,,\M). If it is not connected, add just enough edges from 
E+(C,,\M) to connect it, and let this set be SI. Finally let 
S, = S; u [E, (C,,\M)\S,] and S, = Sj for j= 2,..., I, = I,. Now we have I 
balanced, connected, and spanning sets Si partitioning E. 
How could there fail to be a set M? We can take A4 to be a matching of 
q vertices of V,, including those of X, into I/,. Then Z,2\A4 is connected if 
n, > q, since n2 3 2, or if n, = q > 3. The only possible problem is when 
n, = q = 2. Then n, = 2; we deduce that C, is not exceptional, k, = 1, = 2, 
k, =2, k=4, and consequently C= IK4. Then C,>\M is connected. So 
there always is an M. 
Case 2. I, > I, > 0. This can occur only when k = 2’- ’ + 1 and I>, 3. 
Thenk,=k,-1=2”,1,=1,-1=1-2~0,andn,~n,.Weneednotonly 
a set M with which to make SJ, defined as in Case 1, connected and span- 
ning V for j< I,, but also another set F of n, edges in C,, to join all ver- 
tices of C, to S,,, in order to make SI, = S,,, u F into a spanning set in C. 
And we need the complement C,,\(M u F) to be connected. One potential 
solution is to choose F to be a matching of V, onto WC V, and M a dif- 
ferent matching of q vertices of Vz, including those of X, into W. We can 
choose M and F so that Z;,,\(Mu F) is connected, provided that n2 3 3. In 
the opposite case n2 = 2; C, is not exceptional. We can let M match into 
Vi\Wrather than Wifn,>12+3=kZ+3=kl+2. 
That leaves the cases n, <k, + 1 with k, = 2, k, = 1 or k, = 3, k, = 2. In 
the former case at least one Uj~ V, is a singleton but V, = U, is not a 
singleton, which contradicts how we chose V, and V,. So this case does 
not occur. In the latter case at least two of the U,s V, are singletons, say 
U, and U,. By an argument like that given in Case 1, each vertex in 
U, u U, is doubly adjacent to each vertex of V,. So we can take M and F 
to match into W= Uz u U,. This solves Case 2. 
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Case 3. I, = 1 and I2 = 0. Then k, = k, = n2 = 1, n, 3 3, and k = I = 2. If a 
vertex u1 is simply adjacent to vz E V2, we can regroup the U, so 
U, = (vr, v2} and U, = UU,, which falls under Case 1. Otherwise we 
switch to make V, all positive and let S, = E,, S2 = E- . 
Case4. l,=2and12=0.Thenk,=n,=l,n,>k,=2,andk=1=3.Let 
1 U, / 3 /U, 1 3 /U, 1 = 1. Switch so C: U, and C: Uz are all positive. Note 
that E(Ui, U,), where i #j, takes on both signs since otherwise U,v U, 
would be balanced. 
Suppose / U,] 3 3. We may assume the number of singleton U, is the least 
possible; then if U, = {u, 1 and 1 U, I 3 3, every u1 E U, is doubly adjacent to 
uj, since otherwise we could reduce the number of singleton sets Uj. Also, if 
U, = (uz}, then u2 and u3 are doubly adjacent, or else we could reduce k. 
We can construct S,, S,, S, to be connected, spanning, and balanced. 
Choose distinct elements ul,, ulz, ur3 E U, so that E( {ur3}, U,) is not all 
positive. Let S, be the union of E- (U,, U,) and a set of I U, I edges 
joining ull to every vertex of U,. Let S2 be the union of E(C: U,), 
E, (U?, U,), E, (U,, U,)\S,, and enough negative edges at urz to con- 
nect all remaining isolated elements of U2 (if any) to the rest of V. Let 
&=E+<U1, U,)vE-<U,, u,)u(E-(U,, U,)\(S,uW). 
If/U,l=2and /U,l=l,thenn=4.Sincek=n-1,Cis i&witheither 
a balanced triangle or a set of edges at one vertex removed (see 
[ 12, Corollary 1 I). By switching as necessary we may take C to contain 
- K4. Then decomposing - K4 into S, and S2 and letting S, = E, gives a 
decomposition of C as required unless Z = -K, u +K3. The latter decom- 
poses into three spanning paths. 
That leaves one more case: n = 5 and k = I = 3. Suppose first that V con- 
tains a balanced triple U,. Then we have a balanced partition of V com- 
posed of U1, U, = {u2j, and U3 = {us}. Note that there must be edges of 
both signs between uz and u3. Let S? consist of E, (U?, U;) with just 
enough negative edges at u2 added to span V, and let S, consist of 
Ep ( U3, Vi) with just enough positive edges at u3 added to span V. Let 
S, = E\(Sz u S,). Then S1 is balanced; and it spans unless the only double 
edge is in Z: {u,, ~1~). In the latter subcase the three edges from u2 to U, 
include two of the same sign, let us say edges to url and ur2. Then 
u= (41, u12, u2} and U’ form a balanced partition of V, contradicting 
k = 3. So this subcase does not occur. 
Now suppose V contains no balanced triple. For a vertex v, look at 
Z’ = C\v. It has k’ <k = 3. If it has k’ = 3, then 1’ = 3 so by the case n’ = 4, 
already solved, there exists a decomposition of E(C’) into balanced, con- 
nected, spanning sets S; , S;, S;. We can easily extend these sets to reach v 
and to decompose E as desired. Since k’ # 1, we may assume k’ = 2 for 
every v. 
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Now we must consider Z which may have parallel edges of the same 
sign. The previous conclusions apply: no vertex triple is balanced and 
k’ = 2 for every vertex v. Pick v to have maximal degree in C and let S;, S; 
be two sets into which E(Y) is decomposable, both balanced, connected, 
and spanning (0)‘. We can enlarge both to reach 2, and leave enough edges 
at v to form a star S3 spanning V, provided d(v) > 6. If d(z)) = 5, we can still 
enlarge S; and S; and form a set Si spanning V, unless C’ is simple. If it is, 
then C’ - -K4. Let w  be the other endpoint of the double edge at v. Then 
c\w - -K4. It is easily deduced that C - -KS u (one edge), which has 
k = 3 and, by counting edges, no decomposition into 1= 3 connected, span- 
ning edge sets. Finally, if d(v) = 4, then C is simple, E- -K,, and we see 
k = I = 3 and no spanning connected decomposition exists. 1 
COROLLARY 7. For n 3 4, E(K,) can be decomposed into A(n) cormected 
and spanning bipartite subsets, but no fewer. 0 
In Conjecture 1 we proposed a necessary and sufficient condition for Z 
to have a balanced, connected, and spanning edge decomposition. Now we 
propose a necessary and sufficient condition that 6, = 6,, indeed more. 
First, we observe that 
b,(V>max C 6&Z B)- IE(7t)l A i BER I 
Here 71 ranges over partitions of V. To see why (2) holds, let S1 ,..., S, be a 
partition of E into m = 6,(C) connected and balanced edge sets and let n 
partition V. Each induced E: B for BE 71 meets at least 6,(C: B) of the sets 
6,. Let Y: be the class of nonempty intersections Sin (E: B); therefore 
xi /ql >& b,(C: B). On the other hand, to connect the nonempty 
Sj n (E: B) requires at least 1x1 - 1 edges from E( n ). Thus 
IE(n>l2-c (l$l-1,=x lql -h,(C) 
and we have (2). Now for our conjecture. 
Conjecture 2. Formula (2) holds with equality. 
This conjecture implies a necessary and sufficient condition that 6, = 6,, 
as well as the Tutte-Nash-Williams theorem, Conjecture 1, and other 
results. 
We proved Theorem 2 without having a formula for 6 r. One might hope 
for the obvious analog of Theorem 1, that is 6, = A(z,) + 1. The facts are 
otherwise. 
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PROPOSITION 3. The quantities S,(Z) and 1 + A(7c1(Z)) are not in general 
equal or related by an inequality in either direction. 
ProoJ: The next two examples show that the proposition is correct. 
EXAMPLE 4. Let r, consist of a triangle T and three other triangles, 
each sharing one edge with T and having one divalent vertex, arranged so 
each vertex of T lies in three triangles. Then r, has 6 vertices and 9 edges. 
We have 6,(-r,) = 2 and 7c1( -r,) = 3. Hence 6,(-r,) < I f J?(rci( -r,)). 
This example applies to the connected biparticity pi(r) since - r, is all 
negative. 
EXAMPLE 5. Let C, be constructed as follows. Each edge of K4 is sub- 
divided into three edges, all positive, and the middle edge is doubled in 
parallel by a negative edge. Then n,(C,) = 4 and 6,(,X’:,) = 4. We conclude 
that 6,(X,) > 1 +i(rc1(C5)). 
5. MORE HIGHLY CONNECTED BALANCED DECOMPOSITIONS 
One can ask for the sets of a balanced decomposition to be blocks, or k- 
connected or cliques; or one could ask for them to be edge k-connected or 
cliques, for some k > 2. Let &(Cj = the smallest number of balanced blocks 
into which E can be partitioned, and let 6;(C) = the smallest number of 
balanced sets of which each is either edge 2-connected or a single edge. 
It is easy to check that 6, = S; for C = -K,, with n < 6 and 
that a,( - K3) = 6,( - K4) = 3, 6,(-KS) = 5, and h2( - K6) = 4, so 
fi2( -K,) > a,( -K,) in every case. Thus completeness does not make 
6, = 6,. These examples also show that even the “block biparticity” 
p2(f)=d2(-r) need not equal the connected biparticity Pi(r). On the 
other hand it can be shown that d2( -K,) = I = 6,( -K,) if n = 2’ with I3 3. 
It seems likely that having large enough order guarantees 6, = 6, for a 
complete signed graph; thus we venture to suggest 
Conjecture 3. If C is complete and n > 2k+ ‘, then 6,= 6,,, where 
6, = the smallest number of balanced sets into which E can be decomposed 
so that each is k-connected or a clique. 
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